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iVIEW 10A SMART WIFI SOCKET AND PLUG | 
1100W Load Max | 100V - 240VAC with 5V/2.1A 
USB Port (Twin Pack) 

BELOW WHOLESALE 
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TRANSACTION / DEAL STRUCTURE 
 Available for immediate shipment 

 High Quality Merchandise 

 Branded Merchandise (iVIEW) below wholesale price 

 Brand New Merchandise  
 QUANTITY: 1,280 UNITS   

 DELIVERY TERMS: EXW Miami, Florida 

 FWB Discounted Price :  $7.40 PER UNIT – (Twin Pack) 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 Hands-Free Control via Voice Command Power your home appliances, lamps, computers and 

gadgets and without lifting a finger.  

  iView Smart Wi-Fi Plug works with Alexa and Echo as well as other widely used voice assistants like 
Google Home. Just speak up to control your smart socket! Say "Alexa, turn my living room fan off" 
as you move out of the living room. Say "Alexa, turn the bedroom lamp off" upon saying goodnight 
to your kids.  

 Google Assistant grants the same hands-free convenience of the voice command feature. Just say 
"Google, it's time to wake up!" to get your coffee maker brewing the perfect morning coffee. 

 Control from Anywhere via the Free iView AppControl the iView Smart Socket from anywhere using 
any WiFi-enabled device. It doesn't matter if you're just in the next room, out in the garden, at 
work, or thousands of miles away when traveling for business or on a weekend vacation. Simply 
launch the iView iHome FREE app on your smartphone or tablet. Login to access your home network 
to remotely control your household devices anytime. As long as the appliance is on the smart plug 
and your cellphone is connected to the internet, you're empowered to do anything! 

 Built-in WiFi/No Hub Required transform any basic household appliance from boring to interesting! 
Your regular coffee maker, floor lamp and bedroom fan will instantly turn into a smart gadget by 
simply pairing it with the iView smart socket.  

 Built with a 802.11 b/g/n (2.4GHz) WiFi, our smart plug eliminates the need for a hub and all the 
unnecessary confusion of setting it up. Not only does it skip the complicated steps, but saves you the 
added cost of purchasing a specialized central hub.  

 The iView ISC300 directly connects to your router. Just enter the Wi-Fi password of your home 
network and you're totally in charge!  

 Schedule and Timer Function Schedule your now-smart appliances, thanks to the iView WiFi socket, 
according to your daily routine. Create customized settings for each appliance and every family 
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member across the different rooms of your house. Set up timers for more efficient use of appliances 
and energy resources. Sync your devices with your morning and bedtime regimen. 

 Program your iView smart plug to repeat the same function as many times in a day and as needed. 
Single Operation or Group Control The iView ISC300 Wi-Fi Socket is fully integrated with Amazon 
Alexa, Echo, Dot and Google Home. Control connected appliances, lighting systems, and gadgets 
from anywhere. Manage them individually or in groups for smarter use of your home devices.  

 Share control over home appliances and devices with family members for a personalized, more 
comfortable experience.  

 Slim and Compact Design Smart plugs, even those from well-known manufacturers, commonly 
arrive in big sizes. They tend to cover an entire wall socket no matter how you turn upside down and 
on which socket you plug it in. Some cannot be possibly rotated and can be plugged only one way. 
Unlike the typical rounded and bulky rectangular WiFi plugs, the iView mini smart socket does not 
block outlets. You can easily fit two of our space-saving smart plugs into a double socket wall outlet.  

 Though smaller and slimmer, iView smart sockets can similarly take on a 16A load current as with 
popular brands. Stack them up, one at the top and one at the bottom, and make the most out of 
each room's power source. 

 Energy Saver and Usage Tracker Track energy usage around your home and find out which devices 
eat up the most energy. Cut power on power-hungry devices when not in use to avoid wasting 
energy on standby.  

 You're certain to see results on your next energy bill. iView is committed to helping more households 
adapt to smart living. Our iView Wi-Fi plug offers a practical solution. Conserve energy, save on your 
electrical consumption, and extend the lifespan of your household appliances. 

 Inventory subject to change without notice 
 

Interested parties are encouraged to contact us via email: bizdev@freeworldbrand.com for 
order processing and other related information. 

 
NOTE: Principals Only. 
PRODUCT | LOT RELATED IMAGES AND OTHER INFORMATION APPEAR ON THE 
FOLLOWING PAGES 
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OTHER FREEWORLD INVENTORY LIQUIDATION 
SERVICES OFFERINGS | NON-AUCTION ITEMS 

 

CURRENT ANTI-COVID-19 PRODUCTS PROMOTIONS 
Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more
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FWB – NON-AUCTION COMMODITIES 
Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more 

 
 

 
 

 
WEBSTORE DEDICATED TO SALE OF:  
AIRCRAFTS, MACHINERY, SUGAR, RICE, FLOUR, CORN, VEGETABLES, MEAT, FISH, DAIRY, 
LIVESTOCK, PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, PRECIOUS METALS, ENERGY 
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DEPARTMENT STORES MIXED BUNDLES FOR BIG SAVINGS 
Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more 
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PINK LABELED WOMEN'S URBAN APPAREL 
Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more 
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FREEWORLDIMPORTS DAILY FLASH DEALS 

Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more 
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FREEWORLDIMPORTS AFFILIATE PROGRAM 

Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more 
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24 X 7 X 365 NON-AUCTION DEALS 

Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more 
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FREEWORLDIMPORTS SUPPLIER ENGAGEMENT 

Please click on the image or the associated hyperlink to learn more 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FREEWORLD LIQUIDATION SERVICES 
A Service of FreeWorld Brand, LLC 

 

  
Phone: +1-609-318-0570 
Email: bizdev@freeworldimports.com 
            bizdev@freeworldbrand.com  
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